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Alex' s lemonade stand book

Jay Scott (Author) Liz Scott (Author) Description Using rhymes and bright, whimsical photos, Alex and the Amazing Lemonade Stand tells the sweet, true story of a little girl named Alex. Faced with the problem, she comes up with a plan to sell lemonade from the lemonade stand. This story shows how a small act of one person can affect many people. Price
$9.95 $9.15 Publisher Paje Publishing Company Release Date July 28, 2012 Pages 32 Dimensions 8.3 X 0.1 X 10.7 inches | 0.4 pounds English Type Paperback EAN/UPC 9780985776800 Jay Scott is co-executive director of Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation. When his daughter Alexandra decided to run a lemonade stand to help doctors find new
treatments and eventually cure all cancers in children, including their own, Jay and his wife Liz supported Alex's mission at every turn. After cancer took Alex's life, they continued Alex's legacy of hope. Alexandra Alex Scott was born on January 18, 1996, in Connecticut, the second of four children. Shortly before his first birthday, Alex was diagnosed with
neuroblastoma, a type of cancer in children. On her first birthday, doctors informed Alex's parents that if she beat cancer, it was doubtful that she would ever walk again. Just two weeks later, Alex slightly moved her leg at the request of her parents to kick. This was the first clue as to who would turn out to be a determined, courageous, confident and inspiring
child with big dreams and great achievements. This award-winning book inspires thousands of people every year to help make the world a better place. This is a touching picture book story about Alex Scott. We rated it a solid four hearts.---Bob Spear-Heartland Reviews, June 2004 Children's Books on the Voting LIST VIEW LIST (12 BOOKS) Summary:
Alex has a problem that is bigger than her: she's battling a particurlarly nasty disease. She wants to help other children who have this disease, too, so she comes up with a plan to make a difference. Alex decides to sell lemonade from the lemonade stand. Reader Enjoyment Factors: The story is inspiring, offering children insight into illness, compassion and
making a difference with a simple story they can understand. Content awareness factors: Minor: you need to know in advance that this is a little girl who has died of cancer. You can pre-see through this book to prepare for your questions. Little Kid Reaction Although he has asked for a book several times, our prescho teacher has never sat through the whole
story yet. Instead, s/he'll walk away about halfway. Parent's Story Reaction Isn't What You Expect... until the other side ends. Rhyming scheme and bright illustrations light theme, but it would be nice to have parents to know what's coming. Some discussion ideas would also be helpful, as not all parents will feel comfortable talking about cancer or death. Book
Type: This book uses a rhyme to tell the true story of a little girl. Educational topics: The book offers families the opportunity to present some facts from life (e.g. death, terminal illness), as well as compassion and making changes. Reading level: 0.0 Recommended age for self-reading: 8 to 10 Recommended age to read together: 4 to 8 Age of child: I started
reading to a 4-year-old child. Purchase Recommendation: Borrow or buy. Families struggling with a serious childhood illness or those who want to introduce death to young children should consider this for their libraries. Buying a book goes to a big cause. Alex and Amazing Lemonade Stand is a children's book with a theme that students around the world
can latch on to people of all ages can make a difference. Based on the true story of our founder Alexandra Alex Scott, this book tells the story of how one girl's lemonade stand had a huge impact on the lives of children with cancer. Teachers who would like to use this book in the classroom as a springboard for a service learning project, lesson plan or
fundraiser can fill out the form below to request a free copy of the book. Questions for discussion can be found below. K-2 Discussion Guide Discussion Guide 3-5 Discussion Guide Hold Your Own Event Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation Flyer Guide on Facebookissa. Kirjaudu Facebookiin, niin saat yhteyden käyttäjään Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation
on Facebookissa. Kirjaudu Facebookiin, niin saat yhteyden käyttäjään Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation. Start your review of Alex and Amazing Lemonade Stand Should not be kindle bookYou go completely to e-books, and while this story is good that kids can use, I could never read this format to a child. The pages are formatted to fill about 1/8 of my
iPad screen in a font so small that I can barely see it being much less read. After expanding the page, click the X at the top of the page before proceeding to the next page... Very painful. Spend an extra few dollars on hardback if you want this book. Buying a Kindle versi should not be kindle bookYou go completely to e-books, and while this story is good that
kids can use, I could never read this format to a child. The pages are formatted to fill about 1/8 of my iPad screen in a font so small that I can barely see it being much less read. After expanding the page, click the X at the top of the page before proceeding to the next page... Very painful. Spend an extra few dollars on hardback if you want this book. Purchase
a version is a total waste of money, with the exception of the part that can go to the ... more There is no good way to rate a book like this. On the one hand: The illustrations are hideous and the text scans horribly. On the other hand: The book is the story of a little girl who died of cancer at the age of eight, and the text was written by her own parents. Do you
overlook the flaws and award her 5 stars? Or are you a douche who gives him a low rating because, despite his noble goals, this is not actually a pleasant book in any way, shape or form? I choose a soulless route and judge it on the basis of There is no good way to evaluate a book in this way. On the one hand: The illustrations are hideous and the text
scans horribly. On the other hand: The book is the story of a little girl who died of cancer at the age of eight, and the text was written by her own parents. Do you overlook the flaws and award her 5 stars? Or are you a douche who gives him a low rating because, despite his noble goals, this is not actually a pleasant book in any way, shape or form? I choose a
soulless route and judge it on the basis of non-existent craftsmanship, not its wonderful intentions. Donate to a good cause directly; Don't worry about the book. ... more History is not what you expect ... until the other side ends. The rhyming scheme and bright illustrations retain the light of the subject, but it would be nice to have a warning for parents to know
what's coming. Some discussion ideas would also be helpful, as not all parents will feel comfortable talking about cancer or death. To read our full review (along with children's reviews!) go to The Reading Tub®. History is not what you expect... until the other side ends. The rhyming scheme and bright illustrations retain the light of the subject, but it would be
nice to have a warning for parents to know what's coming. Some discussion ideas would also be helpful, as not all parents will feel comfortable talking about cancer or death. To read our full review (along with children's reviews!) go to The Reading Tub®. ... more Tells about how amazing cancer-cure-fundraising lemonade stands. A true story about a little
girl with cancer who starts a lemonade stand to raise money for a cure. Cute! Such an inspiring story about an amazing young girl! It was the most imotional book I've heard. It was the most imotional book I've heard. ... I absolutely love the story more, and even though I choked a little while reading, I love the message. Students can learn from Alex's positive
spirit that when life gives you lemons, make lemonade! I meet questions about Alexa after reading this story, which usually leads us to another good point: sometimes bad things just happen. But wasn't the world a better place to have such a great like Alex even for a short time? Highly, highly recommended. I absolutely love this story, and even though I
choke a little reading, I love the message delivered. Students can learn from Alex's positive spirit that when life gives you lemons, make lemonade! I meet questions about Alexa after reading this story, which usually leads us to another good point: sometimes bad things just happen. But wasn't the world a better place to have such a wonderful girl as Alex even
for a short time? Highly, highly recommended. ... More... More
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